Registration Form

Name: 

Date of Birth: 
Sex: M/F

Designation: 

Affiliation: 

Address for correspondence: 

Email Id: 

Mobile No: 

Accommodation Needed: Yes/No

Mode of payment: Cash/DD/RTGS

Registration

Preference will be given to candidates who register early.
Cash, Cheque or Demand Draft of Rs. 500/-
(The registration fees will be included conference kit and proceeding, certificate, breakfast and lunch).
Demand Draft (From any National Bank) must be drawn in favour of The Director, VNIT Nagpur, payable at Nagpur.

Bank Details of Institute Account for Online/RTGS Transfer:

Bank of the Institute - Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology, Nagpur
Name of the Bank Account - Director, VNIT, Nagpur
Account Number - 10259420288
Type of Account - Current Account
Name of the Bank - State Bank of India
Address of Bank - V.R.C.E., Branch, South Ambazari Road Nagpur-440010
Bank Code - 6702
IFSC Code - SBIN006702
MICR Code - 440002005

Accommodation

The accommodation may be provided to outstation participants in the Institute Guest House/Hostels on request and advance payment for limited participants. (Subject to availability).

Contact Persons:

Mr. Sachin Burde (7276144402)
Mr. Yogesh Pikalumunde (7620627119)
Bhagirath Jethubhai (9412365837)
Pravin Kakada (9145512301)
Shilpa Bisen (9403298249)
Prachita Patil (7774075377)

(Research Scholars of Dept. of Humanities and SSVNIT, Nagpur)

VISVESVARAYA NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, NAGPUR

Department of Humanities and Social Sciences

Organize

Interdisciplinary National Conference

On

Recent Trends in Humanities, Social Sciences, Education, Management, Science and Technology

2nd June, 2019
About the Institute -

Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology (VNIT), Nagpur is esteemed institute and located in Maharashtra, in central India. An eminent engineer, planner and statesman of the country, Bharat Ratna, Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya established it in the year 1960. The institute is centrally-funded and belongs to the National Institutes of Technology (NIT) System. In 2007, the institute was conferred the status of Institute of National Importance by an Act of Parliament of India. The institute awards Bachelor’s, Master’s and Doctoral degrees in various disciplines.

VNIT, Nagpur has been extending advanced technological skills and expertise to enhance research, teaching, academic activities with highly qualified faculty in various departments. Institute has collaboration with various reputed research/academic National and International Organizations.

About the Department of Humanities and Social Sciences -

Department of Humanities and Social Sciences is one of the important and basic departments of VNIT, Nagpur which focuses on the education of human values, communication skills, soft skills and overall personality development of the students. The Department offers various core subjects like Communication Skills, Psychology and Management with Social Sciences. Department also conducts the Ph.D. programmes in the subject of English, Psychology, Sociology and Economics.

Law, Rural and Urban Studies, Geography, Media, Anthropology, Social Work, Basic Sciences, Gender Studies, Religious Studies, Spirituality, International Relations, Engineering, Commerce and Medical, Science and Technology.

Submission guidelines for research papers -

1. Research papers should be accompanied with abstract about 150-200 along with 5-6 key words.

2. The word limit is 2000-3000 and not more than four to five pages.

3. It should be sent by mail before 25th May, 2019 with relevant details to (email: id-gnimbarte@gmail.com)

4. Research paper must be in 12 point font size of Times New Roman in MS Word Format on A-4 papers written in Hindi should be in Krutidev-50 Font.

5. In case of more than one author, all authors must register for each paper.

Experts -

Experts will be invited as a resource person to deliver talk in National Conference from relevant field and will be informed later.

Patron
Dr. Pramod Padole
Director,
VNIT, Nagpur

Head
Dr. Y.M. Deshpande
Professor and Head
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, VNIT Nagpur
Mo.No.09763672490

Mentor
Dr. M. Ghosal
Associate Professor
Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, VNIT Nagpur